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Abstract
We give a natural extension of Girard’s phase semantic completeness proof of the (rst order)
linear logic Girard (Theoret. Comput. Sci., 1987) to a phase semantic cut-elimination proof. Then
we extend this idea to a phase semantic cut-elimination proof for higher order linear logic. We
also extend the phase semantics for provability to a phase semantics-like framework for proofs,
by modifying the phase space of monoid domain to that of proof-structures (untyped proofs)
domain, in a natural way. The resulting phase semantic-like framework for proofs provides
various versions of proof-normalization theorem. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Phase space semantics was introduced by Girard [6] for a completeness proof (with
respect to provability) of linear logic. Although it was rst introduced as a tool for
proving such an abstract property as completeness, it has been recently recognized that
phase semantics could be used as a concrete tool to provide some concrete informa-
tion; For example, when one would like to show \if A is provable, then property P(A)
holds" for some concrete property P, it is very natural to try to nd a suitable phase
model in which the satisability in that model implies the property P. In particular, the
key point of such a method is to set up a suitable phase semantic interpretation (with a
desired property) for atoms (atomic formulas) so that the desired property is automat-
ically expanded to the whole phase semantic interpretation (for all complex formulas),
in the framework of phase model. An elegant example of using this paradigm has re-
cently been shown by Lafont [10] in which provability of A in MALL2 (second-order
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multiplicative-additive fragment of linear logic without modality) implies acceptability
of conguration A (a certain interpretation of A) in a Minsky machine, which provides
the undecidability result of MALL2. The result is extended by Lafont-Scedrov [13]. In
the rst part of this paper, we shall show another kind of example of the use of this
paradigm to give a uniform cut-elimination proof for higher order linear logics. One
of the dierences between Lafont’s case and ours is that the property P (acceptability
of a Minsky machine) of Lafont is a property weaker than the completeness property
while our P (cut-eliminability) is a property stronger than the completeness, hence our
argument implies a strong form of completeness.1
Our paradigm to use phase semantics has an obvious and close relationship with the
Tait{Girard’s computability=reducibility argument (and its higher order version using
the notion of candidates of reducibility [5] for normalization proofs, especially when
one interprets this Tait{Girard argument as a general machinery to prove a universal
property P on the domain of the proofs (as explained in [8]). It is a very fascinating
question whether or not the Tait{Girard’s style of normalizability proof argument can
be viewed in the phase semantics framework. An armative answer to this question
is given in the second part of this paper (Sections 5{8): we can extend our phase
semantic-framework (for provability) to that for proofs, by modifying the phase space
of the usual monoid domain to that of the (untyped) proof-structures domain in a natural
way. Then we can view the proofs of (various versions of) normalization theorem as
a natural extension of the phase semantic (strong) completeness proof.
The composition of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 below we recall the rst-
order phase semantics (for \provability") of Girard [6] and introduce the higher-order
phase semantics. In Section 3 we demonstrate our phase semantic cut elimination proof
in a simplest setting, namely a phase semantic cut elimination proof for the full rst-
order linear logic, by slightly rening the original phase semantic completeness proof of
Girard [6]. The proof method of this section will be the central paradigm through this
paper. In Section 4 we apply this method to our higher-order phase semantics so that
we obtain a phase semantic cut-elimination proof (as well as a completeness proof at
the same time) for higher-order linear logic. In the course of the proof we introduce the
\provability"-semantics version of \candidates of reducibility" (a la Girard [5] for his
strong normalization proof). In Section 5 we introduce the (untyped) proof-structures
domain and phase semantics-like framework on this proof-structures domain (instead of
a monoid domain for the case of the usual phase semantics for provability in Section 2).
We introduce the linear logical operators on this domain, in the manner similar to the
case of phase semantics for provability. The soundness theorem is proved for our phase
semantics-like framework for \proofs". We use the intersection-type inference rule and
union-type inference rule, rather than the additive connectives, in order to dene our
phase semantics-like framework for proofs. In Section 6 we apply the basic technique
1 Recently, Lafont [12] and Okada-Terui [15] used our method introduced in this paper to show a stronger
property for some restricted subsystems of linear logic. Another application of the method introduced in this
paper may be seen in [9]
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introduced in Section 3 to our phase semantics-like framework for proofs and give a
proof of normalization theorems in our phase semantics-like framework. In Section 7
we consider the additive connectives (the rst-order additive connectives & and  , and
the higher-order quantiers 8 and 9), instead of the intersection-type and union type.
Then we give the phase semantics-like framework including those additive connectives
and apply our method to obtain a normalization proof for rst and higher order full
linear logic. In Section 8 we give a remark on some relationships between the phase
semantics for provability and the phase semantic framework for proofs. In particular,
we show that the projection of the canonical model for proofs is exactly the canonical
model for provability. As a direct consequence of the relationships it follows that the
theorems (Soundness Theorem, Main Lemma, Strong Completeness) for provability in
Sections 2, 3 and 4 are immediate corollaries of the corresponding theorems for proofs
in Section 7.
2. First- and higher-order phase space
In this section, we rst recall the rst-order phase semantics, due to Girard [6], then
extend it to second-order and higher-order phase semantics. In the later sections we
shall use these phase semantics for a cut-elimination proof.
Let M be a commutative monoid. Let ? be a special subset of M , called bottom. We
have the denition of the linear negation; For any M , let ? be fb : for all a2  a 
b2?g= fb :   b?g.
Let I = 1\ J where J is a submonoid which satises the weak idempotent property
8a2 J fag??fa  ag?? (after Y. Lafont). In particular, J can be fa : aa= ag. Here
1= fb :8a2? ab2?g=??. (Note that we may omit the monoid operator, and write
ab instead of a  b for a; b2M .)
The following is easily proved.
Lemma 2.1. For any M; M;
1.  ??.
2. (??)?? ??.
3.  ) ?? ??.
4. ??  ?? (  )??.
M is called a fact i ??= . The set of facts is denoted by DM . Then, as
easily seen, for any M; ?? is the smallest fact that includes , and for any facts 
and ; \  is a fact. ???= ?, hence ? is a fact for any M . We dene the
phase space operators and constants as follows:
 1=??= fb :8a2? ab2?g(= f1g??), where 1 denotes the unit element of M .
 0=>?, where >=M .
 & =  \ .
  =([ )??.
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 ⊗ =(  )??.
 o =(?  ?)?.
 !=(I \ )??.
 ?=(I \ ?)?(= (!?)?):
For any DDM , if ?2D and D is closed under all above operators, (D; I;?) is
called a phase space. In particular, (DM ; I;?) is a phase space for any commutative
monoid M . A phase space of the form (DM ; I;?) is called a standard phase space.
On a phase space, as in [6], the interpretation A of a formula A is dened to be
a fact (2D) in the following way, when an assignment (a valuation) ’ of facts for
(propositional) variables occurring in A is given. We call this value A the inner-value
of A through this paper:
R=’(R) for assignment (valuation) ’ :A-Form ! D, where A-Form stands for
the set of atomic formulas:
 (R?)=(R)? for atomic R.
 (A&B)=A&B.
 (AB)=A B.
 (A⊗ B)=A ⊗ B.
 (AoB)=AoB.
 (?A)=?(A).
 (!A)= !(A).
Note that A? is dened as the De Morgan dual, hence (A?)=A? is easily shown.
It is obvious that any inner value A is a fact. One can easily extend these inter-
pretations to the case of the rst order quantiers (by interpreting these as additive
operators), as usual.
A formula A is said to be true if 12A, where 1 is the unit element of underlying
monoid M .
For a given phase space (D; I;?) and a given assignment ’; (D; I;?; ’) is called a
phase model. A phase model (D; I;?; ’) is called a standard phase model if D=DM
(namely, if (D; I;?) is a standard phase space).
Now we extend Girard’s phase semantics above to a higher order phase semantics.
The interpretation of the second order operators is added as follows.
For any  : D! D,
8X:(X )= T
2D
() 9X:(X )=
 S
2D
()
?? (
=(8X:?(X ))?:
By A[X ] we mean that X is the list of free propositional variables occurring in A;
by A[B=X ] or A[B] we mean the formula obtained from A[X ] by substituting a vector
B of formulas; by A[=X ] or A[] we mean the result of the inner value construction
starting the vector  for the value (i.e., assignment) of the variable list X . In this paper
we use Form for the set of (second-order) formulas.
A phase space (D; I;?) is called a second-order phase space if D is closed under the
operators 8 and 9 above; namely if 8X:(X )2D and 9X:(X )2D for  : D ! D of
the form (X )A[X; 1=Y1; : : : ; n=Yn] for A2Form and i 2D. Therefore, the above
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condition can be expressed as follows:
() For any (second order) formula A (possibly with free second order variables
X X1; : : : ; Xn), if i 2D then A[=X ]2D, where  1; : : : ; n.
One can easily extend our phase semantics of the second-order linear logic to higher-
order linear logic of nite types.
According to the nite type structure of the syntax, we consider the functional space
based on D. More precisely, for each type  we dene D as follows;
Dh0i=D:
Dh1n!n+1i=D
D1Dn
n+1
The interpretation of higher-order operators is added as follows.
For any  : D ! D; 8X:(X )=
T
2D (). 9X:(X )= (
S
2D ())
??.
A phase space is called a higher-order phase space if the above condition () is
satised for a higher order formula A.
3. Phase-semantic cut-elimination for rst-order case
In this section, we shall demonstrate our paradigm in a simplest setting { the rst-
order case. Since the one-sided sequent calculus formulation is usually used for the
classical linear logic, we shall follow that manner in this paper. In the same way as
in [6], we have
Theorem 3.1 (Soundness Theorem; Girard [6]). If a formula A is provable in (rst-
order) linear logic; then A is true (namely; 12A) for any phase model. More
generally; if a sequent ‘ A1; : : : ; An is provable; then 12A1 o : : : oAn ; or equivalently;
A?1  : : :  A?n ? for any phase model.
Theorem 3.2 (Completeness Theorem; Girard [6]). If a formula A is true for any
(standard) phase model; A is provable in (rst-order) linear logic.
On the other hand, the paradigm through this paper is to consider the following
silghtly rened form of the above completeness theorem;
Theorem 3.3 (Strong Completeness Theorem). If a formula A is true for any
(standard) phase model; A is provable in (rst-order) linear logic without the cut-rule.
The argument similar to the proof of this case will be repeatedly used in later
sections.
We construct a canonical phase model (DM ; I;?; ’) for which truth of a formula
A implies its cut-free provability. We take the commutative free monoid generated by
the set of formulas and denote it as M . An element of M is a multiset of formulas
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where multiple occurrences of a formula of the form ?A counts only once. For example,
fA; A; A; ?B; ?B; Cg is identied by fA; A; A; ?B; Cg. The construction of the phase space
is the same as in Girard [6] in his completeness proof, except that we use cut-free
provability instead of provability in the denition of <A= below. For any formula A
(of linear logic), we dene <A== f : ‘cf ; Ag, where ‘cf means \cut-free provable".
We call <A= the outer value of A in this paper. ?= <?== f : ‘cf ;?g= f : ‘cf
g; the unit element 1 of M is  (the empty sequence). I is dened as f?  :  is
an arbitrary sequence of formulasg, where ?  means ?A1; : : : ; ?An if  A1; : : : ; An.
Finally, the assignment ’ of the canonical model is dened as ’(R)= <R= for any
atomic R.
Lemma 3.1 (Main Lemma). For any formula A; A  <A=.
It is easy to see that this Main Lemma directly implies the Strong Completeness;
if formula A is true, then 2A. On the other hand A  <A=, hence 2 <A=, which
means \A is cut-free provable".
By combining this with the soundness theorem, we have
Theorem 3.4 (The Cut-Elimination Theorem). If A is provable (with the cut rule)
then it is provable without cut.
Remark. We can actually prove A= <A= if we interpret <A= as f  : ‘  ; A is prov-
able with the cut ruleg, which was the essential part of the original completeness
proof by Girard [6]. On the other hand, we have taken a more restricted interpretation
<A== f  : ‘  ; A is provable without the cut ruleg= f  : ‘cf  ; Ag and show a weaker
version of the corresponding lemma (Main Lemma). As we shall see later, the form
of A  <A= is essential when we extend this to the higher order cases. (However, after
having proved the cut-elimination theorem, it can be shown that A= <A=. Also cf.
Lemma 4.2 and the remark following the lemma.
Lemma 3.2. If A  <A=; then A2A?.
Proof. Assume A  <A=. Then A  A A  <A= <?=. Therefore A2A?.
Lemma 3.3. <A=??= <A= for any formula A. (Therefore; any outer value is a fact.)
Proof. Since <A= <A=?? is trivial, we prove <A=?? <A=. Let  2 <A=??. By denition,
82 <A=? ‘cf  ; . On the other hand, A2 <A=? is trivial. Hence ‘cf  ; A, therefore
 2 <A=.
Now we prove the Main Lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.1 (Main Lemma). The proof of this is carried by induction on the
complexity of a formula A.
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Case 1: When A is atomic. A= <A= by denition.
Case 2: When A is the form R? for atomic R. If  2R?, then by the denition
of R?; R  <?=. On the other hand, R? 2 <R==R. Hence R?;  2 <?=, therefore
 2 <R?=.
Case 3: When A is of the form B⊗C. By the induction hypothesis, BC  <B=<C=.
On the other hand,
‘cf B;   ‘cf C; 
‘cf B⊗C;  ; 
Hence, <B=  <C= <B⊗C=. Therefore, BC  <B⊗C=. Since <B⊗C= is a fact, B ⊗C
=(B  C)?? <B⊗C=??= <B⊗C=.
Case 4: When A is of the form BoC. Assume that  2 (B?  C?)?. Hence,
   (B?  C?) <?=. On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis, B  <B= and
C  <C=. Hence by Lemma 3.2, B2B? and C 2C?, hence B; C 2B? C?. There-
fore,  ; B; C 2 <?=. Since
‘cf  ; B; C
‘cf  ; BoC
it follows  2 <BoC=.
Case 5: When A is of the form B&C. By the induction hypothesis, B  <B= and
C  <C=. Hence B&C=B \C  <B=\ <C=. On the other hand,
‘cf B;   ‘cf C;  
‘cf B&C;  
Hence, <B=\ <C= <B&C=. Therefore, the claim holds.
Case 6: When A is of the form BC. By the induction hypothesis, B [C  <B=[
<C=. On the other hand,
‘cf B;  
‘cf BC;   ;
‘cf C;  
‘cf BC;  
Hence <B=[ <C= <BC=. Therefore, B [C  <BC=. Since <BC= is a fact, B 
C=(B [C)?? <BC=??= <BC=.
Case 7: When A is of the form !B. Assume ? 2 (I \B). By the induction hypoth-
esis, B  <B=. Hence ? 2 <B=. Since
‘cf ? ; B
‘cf ? ; !B
? 2 <!B=. Therefore, (I \B) <!B=. Hence !B=(I \B)?? <!B=??= <!B=.
Case 8: When A is of the form ?B. Assume  2 ?B=(I \B?)?. Hence,   
(I \B?) <?=. On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis, B  <B=. Hence, by
Lemma 3.2, B2B?. Since
‘cf B; 
‘cf ?B; 
?B2B?. Hence, ?B2 I \B?. Therefore,  ; ?B2 <?=. Hence,  2 <?B=.
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The cases for constants are proved in the similar way and left to the reader.
The Main Lemma may be expressed in the following form, which will be very
essential when we extend the method of this section to the higher-order case in the
next section.
Lemma 3.4 (Main Lemma, modied version). For any formula A; A? 2A  <A=.
Proof. The second half is the Main Lemma itself. A? 2A is proved by Lemma 3.2
with the help of the Main Lemma.
4. Phase semantic higher-order cut-elimination and the \candidates of reducibility"
In this section we shall extend the semantical cut-elimination proof of the previous
section to the higher-order case, using the higher-order phase space. In particular, we
introduce a notion analogious to Girard’s \candidates of reducibility" in his well-known
higher-order normalization proof [5]. We shall discuss the correspondence between our
cut-elimination proof by phase semantics and Girard’s syntactical normalization proof
in a later section.
For simplicity of the argument, we shall demonstrate the cut-elimination proof based
on the second-order phase semantics in detail below. The higher-order case can be
obtained exactly in the same way, using the higher-order phase semantics of nite
types, instead of the second-order one. First we can extend the Soundness Theorem in
the previous section in the obvious way.
Theorem 4.1 (Soundness Theorem (second-order version)). For any second-order
phase space; if A[X ] is provable (in the second-order linear logic with cut); then A[X ]
is true in any second-order phase space. Here; \A[X ] is true" means \12A[=X ] for
any i 2D". More generally; if ‘ A1[X ]; : : : ; An[X ] is provable; then for any i 2D;
12A1 [=X ]o : : : oAn [=X ]; or equivalently A?1 [=X ]  : : :  A?n [=X ]?;
where X and  denote vectors whose lengths are the same.
Proof. The proof is carried out by the induction on the length of proof essentially in
the same way as that of the usual rst-order case, except for the following second-order
quantier cases.
(1) 8-rule:
‘  [X ]; A[X; Y ]
‘  [X ];8Y A[X; Y ]
where Y does not appear as a free variable in  .
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By the induction hypothesis, for any i 2D, and for any 2D;  ?[] A?[; ]
?. Hence  ?[]A??[; ] =A[; ]. Since this holds for any 2D,
 ?[] T
2D
A[; ] =8Y A[; Y ]:
Hence  ?[]  (8Y A[; Y ])??, which means 12 []o 8Y A[; Y ].
(2) 9-rule:
‘  [X ]; A[B[X ]; X ]
‘  [X ]; 9Y A[Y; X ]
By the induction hypothesis, for any i 2D; 12 []oA[B[]; ], namely  ?[]
A[B[]; ]. By the condition on the second-order phase space, B[]2D. Therefore,
 ?[] S
2D
A[; ]9Y A[Y; ]:
Hence, for any i 2D; ( [])?  (9Y A[Y; ])??,which means 12 []o 9Y
A[Y; ].
Now we shall prove the Main Lemma for the second-order case. As we did for the
rst-order case, we shall specify one canonical phase model (D; I;?; ’). The denition
of the canonical phase model is exactly the same as before except for the following
changes; For any formula A (of the second-order linear logic), we dene <A== f : ‘cf
; Ag, where ‘cf means \cut-free provable in the second-order linear logic". Recall that
we consider the phase space based on the commutative monoid composed of the nite
sequences of formulas, 1= (the empty sequence), where ?= <?=; D is dened as
D=
S
A2FormhAi, where Form is the set of second-order formulas, and for any formula
A; hAi= f2DM :A? 2  <A=g.
The set hAi corresponds to the set of candidates of reducibility of type A in Girard
[5]. Then, we can prove;
Lemma 4.1 (Main Lemma (second-order case)). For any formulas A[X ] where X 
X1; : : : ; Xm and for any C C1; : : : ; Cm where Ci 2Form; and for any i 2 hCii;
A[C=X ]? 2A[=X ] <A[C=X ]=.
Proof. We rst prove the second half; A[=X ] <A[C=X ]=. The proof is carried out
in the way similar to the proof of the Main Lemma in the previous section except for
the following cases.
Case 1: A[X ] is of the form Xk . Then by the denition of hCi; A[=X ] <A[C]= is
obvious for any i 2 hCii and any Ci 2Form since A[=X ] <A[C]= means k  <Ck =.
Case 2: A[X ] is of the form 8Y B[X; Y ]. We prove 8Y B[=X; Y ] <8YB[C=X; Y ]=
for any i 2 hCii and any Ci 2Form. Assume that
 28Y B[; Y ] = T
2hDi; D2Form
B[; ]:
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By the induction hypothesis, B[; ] <B[C;D]= for any 2 hDi and any D2Form.
Hence,  2 <B[C;D]=. In particular, for a variable Y which does not occur in  ;  2 <B[
C; Y ]=. On the other hand,
‘cf  ; B[C; Y ]
‘cf  ;8Y B[C; Y ]
is an LL-rule. Hence,  2 <8Y B[C; Y ]=.
Case 3: A[X ] is of the form 9Y B[X; Y ]. We prove 9Y B[=X; Y ] <9Y B[C=X; Y ]=
for any i 2 hCii and any Ci 2Form. Take arbitrary Ci 2Form and i 2 hCii. Assume
that
 29Y B[=X; Y ] =
 S
2hDi; D2Form
B[; ]
!??
:
It suces to show that 9YB[C; Y ]2 (S2hDi; D2Form B[; ])?, since then  ;9Y B[C; Y ]
2 <?=, hence  2 <9Y B[C; Y ]=. By the induction hypothesis, B[; ] <B[C;D]= for any
D2Form and any 2 hDi. Therefore, for any 2B[; ], ‘cf ; B[C;D]. On the other
hand,
‘cf ; B[C;D]
‘cf ; 9Y B[C; Y ]
is an LL-rule. Hence ‘cf ; 9Y B[C; Y ]. Since this holds for any D2Form and any
2 hDi,
9X B[C; Y ]2
 S
2hDi; D2Form
B[; ]
!?
:
Therefore, the claim has been proved.
Now we prove the following sublemma, which concludes the above Main Lemma.
Sublemma. A?[C=X ]2A[=X ] for all 2 hCi.
Proof. Since A?[=X ] <A?[C=X ]=; A?[C=X ]  A?[=X ]A?[C=X ]  <A?[C=X ]=
 <?=. Hence A?[C=X ]2A??[=X ] =A[=X ].
In other words, the canonical phase space and the assignment (’(A)= <A= for atomic
A) just dened form a second-order phase model. Note that the condition \if i 2D
then A[=X ]2D, for any A" is veried at the same time when the Main Lemma
above is proved. Then with the same argument in the previous section we have the
following theorems.
Theorem 4.2 (Strong Completeness (second-order version)). If A[X ] is true for any
second-order phase space; A is provable without the cut rule.
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Theorem 4.3 (The Cut-Elimination Theorem (second-order version)). If A is provable
with the cut rule in the second-order linear logic; it is also provable without the cut
rule.
We can extend this proof of Main Lemma to more general case of higher-order
linear logic using the higher-order phase space of nite types, exactly in the same
way.
5. Phase semantics-like framework for \proofs"
In this section we give a phase semantics-like framework for \proofs" with the pres-
ence of the intersection types and the union types by naturally generalizing the phase
semantics for provability of Section 2. The replacement of the additive connectives
and the second order quantiers by the intersection types and union types simplies
the phase semantic framework very much. We shall outline the phase semantics-like
framework with additive connectives and second order quantiers in Section 7.
We consider the set P of proof-structures (or sometimes called untyped proofs in
this paper).
A proof-structure is a graphic structure obtained by the set of links (i.e., axiom-
links, ⊗ -links, o -links, contraction-links, weakening-links, !-links and ?-links), with
the help of !-boxes, in the obvious way.
Here each inference link (except for the axiom-link, the weakening link and the cut-
link) has one or two in-edges and one out-edge. The out-edge is called the conclusion
edge (marked by c) of the link. When the link has two in-edges, the two in-edge
ports are distinguished by marking the port with l (left) or r (right). For example, the
⊗ -link has the form
&-link and !-link are dened with the help of the box-notation (cf. [6])2 in the natural
way. A proof-structure may be unconnected and may have a directed cycle, in general.
When a proof-structure has no directed cycle, hence is a nite set of trees i.e., acyclic
and connected components (when ignoring the axiom-links and cut-links, whose edges
are not directed), we can represent it in such a way that every conclusion edge is
always drawn downward and the left-edge and the right-edge (if any) are drawn on
the left hand-side and on the right hand-side, respectively; for example, the ⊗-link
2 We use a weakening node, instead of a weakening box of Girard [6], following Lafont [11].
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above may be drawn as
or, in short without the marks and arrows,
An axiom-link, a cut-link and a weakening-link are of the form
respectively, and may be drawn as
respectively.
Hence, for example, a proof structure of the form
may be often represented as
or the like.
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We often represent a proof-structure as if it were of a tree-form; the end nodes and
some logical connective links connected to the end nodes downwards on the bottom.
This can be done because a neighborhood of each end node has a tree-structure locally.
For example, the following is a proof-structure which has a directed cycle
We could represent this as, for example,
or, when the upper part is not needed to represent in detail we could represent this as
or
Note that our convention of drawing proof-structures does not ensure anything like
typability nor sequentializability of a proof-structure (hence, in particular, our notion
of proof-structure does not satisfy the Danos{Regnier’s switching condition [4], nor
equivalently Girard’s long trip condition [6], even for the multiplicative fragment, and,
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hence is essentially the same as the notion of so called \Danos{Regnier graph" but
extended to the modality links.)
For the !-rule we use the box notation for the proof-structures, in the usual way (as
[6]). With the help of !-box, !-rule is denoted as
We assume that there is at most one distinguished end node for any proof-structure.
The distinguished end node is denoted as
by underlining the distinguished end node. An end node which is not a distinguished
node is called an environment node.
For a given set M , a proof-structure with labels from M is a proof-structure whose
environment end nodes have labels from M ; for example, a proof-structure t with labels
m1; : : : ; mn; mn+1; : : : ; ml is of the form
For a set M , PM is the set of proof-structures with labels from M . From now on
we assume that a set M is given, and that a proof-structure with labels is called just
a proof-structure.
Here we identify the words \type" and \formula" in the rest of this paper. A typable
proof (or a typable proof-structure) is a proof-structure in which there is a suitable
assignment of a type (i.e. formula) to each axiom node and weakening node such
that the resulting proof-structure becomes a (well-typed) proofnet in the usual sense,
(therefore, the two nodes of each cut-link become exactly dual, the types of the three
nodes involved by the contraction link are the same (and of the form ?A for some A),
and the environment types of !-rule are of the form ?B1; : : : ; ?Bn for some B1; : : : ; Bn, and
the proof-structure can be reconstructed by the inductive formation rules of well-typed
proofnet (i.e., there is a type-inference proof for the typability of the proof-structure.
Hence, a typable proof means a proof-net. By a well-typed proof we mean a typable
proof with a suitable type assignment.)
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We assume the usual cut-elimination reduction (in short, reduction) and its reverse,
expansion. Namely, a reduction t . s is a reduction from t to s by a one-step reduction
of a cut. The reductions are the following and their duals. The reverse relation s / t of a
reduction relation t . s is called an expansion. The reverse of a reduction rule is called
an expansion rule. The labels for the environment end nodes should be preserved by
reductions and by expansions, namely, we assume that the corresponding end nodes
(before and after a reduction) have the same labels (from M). The following are
the reduction rules. In the below, the left-hand side expresses the redex part of each
reduction rule.
(⊗-reduction rule)
(Axiom-reduction rules)
(!-reduction rules)
(?-contraction reduction rules)
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(?-weakening reduction rules)
The above redex is deleted and the environment nodes of the box are replaced by the
new weakening nodes.
(Entering reduction rules) The entering rules were called \commutation rules" in [6].
 For !-box:
A proof-structure is not normalizable (i.e., terminating) in general; for example,
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We may use the usual type-theoretic notation, namely, x1 :A1; : : : ; xk−1 :Ak−1;
xk+1 :Ak+1; : : : ; xn :An ‘ t :Ak means that t is typable of type A (for the distinguished
end node) with types A1; : : : ; Ak−1; Ak+1; : : : ; An for the environment nodes x1; : : : ; xk−1;
xk+1; : : : ; xn. When the indication of the environment nodes is not important we abbre-
viate it as ‘ t :A1; : : : ; Ak−1; Ak ; Ak+1; : : : ; An or just t :A1; : : : ; Ak−1; Ak ; Ak+1; : : : ; An.
Here, we assume the usual type inference rules for ⊗ , o , !, ? and the axiom (for
typing the axiom-links) as well as the following natural type inference rules for ^
(intersection-type) and _ (union-type).
(the intersection type inference)
‘ t : ; A ‘ t : ; B
‘ t : ; A^B
(the union type inference)
‘ t : ; A
‘ t : ; A_B (for any B);
‘ t : ; A
‘ t : ; B_A (for any B):
Here, any end-node of t may be underlined (i.e., distinguished), including the case
where no end-node of t is underlined.
If t is of the form
and is typable as t :A1; : : : ; Ak−1; Ak ; Ak+1; : : : ; An, we may denote it as
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and if the labels m1; : : : ; mn are not important for the argument, we may denote it as
(Ak is called the type of t and A1; : : : ; Ak−1; Ak+1; : : : ; An the environment types of t.)
We may omit the underline when it is obvious in the context or not important.
Examples of typable proof-structures.
(1)
since one can make a type assignment, for example, as follows:
(2)
assignment, for example, as follows:
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where A=A_A? means that one can rst assign A then A_A? by the use of the union
type inference rule.
Notation: For two proof-structures t and s with a distinguished end node, or
t  s denotes a proof-structure obtained by making a cut (link) between the two (un-
derlined) distinguished end nodes. If x denotes an environment end node of t then
t[x := s] is a proof-structure obtained by connecting the environment node x and the
distinguished end node of s by a cut-link. When the indicated environment end node
is obvious t[x := s] is also denoted as t[s]. When some of the environment end nodes
are indicated as x1; : : : ; xn, then we use the notation t[x1 := s1; : : : ; xn := sn] to denote
the proof structure obtained from t by connecting xi with the distinguished node of si
with a cut link. We also write t[s1; : : : ; sn] when x1; : : : ; xn are obvious from the context
or are not important. We identify two proof-structures t  s and s  t in this paper. A
proof-structure of the form
is abbreviated as t  s. A proof-structure obtained from t by adding the logical inference
! (with !-box) for the distinguished node is denoted by !(t). Namely, if
Note that t  s and s t are identied while t  s and s  t are not, namely, we distinguish
two proof-structures
(more precisely, these two may be formally written as
with the indices l and r for the two in-edges of ⊗ -link).
   = ft  s j t 2 ; s2 g;
()! = f!(t) j t 2 g:
P0M (PM ) is the set of proof-structures without the distinguished end node. ? is an
arbitrarily xed subset of P0M . The orthogonal of  is dened as; 
?=defft :8s2 t 
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s2?g= ft : t ?g. We include the empty proof-structure  in the set PM of proof-
structures, where we identify   t and t   as t itself. In particular, for any t 2?,
ftg?= fg. Hence, for any ?, ?= fg and ??= fg?=?.
Lemma 5.1. For any PM ; PM ;
1: t  ? ) t  ???.
2:   t? ) ??  t?.
3:   ? ) ??  ???.
Proof. We only prove 1, without loss of generality. Since t  ?, t 2 ?. On the
other hand, 8s2 ?(s  ???). In particular, by taking s= t, the claim holds.
Lemma 5.2. For any PM ; PM ;
1:  ??.
2: (??)?? ??.
3:  ) ?? ??.
4: ??  ?? (  )??.
 is a fact i ??= . The set of facts is denoted by DPM . Then, as easily seen, for
any PM ; ?? is the smallest fact that includes . A fact  is called regular if  6=
and  6=PM . A proof-structure t is called regular if there is a regular fact  such that
t 2 . The set of regular proof-structures is denoted by Reg. Namely, Reg:=S f :  is
a regular factg. The set of regular facts is denoted as ~DPM (DPM ).
The proof structure obtained from t[u; u] by making the contraction links between
the corresponding environment end nodes of u is denoted by C(t[u; u]); namely, for
t[u; u] of the form
C(t[u; u]) is of the form
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A subdomain of the proof structures is a subset of the proof structures PM which
is closed under the concatenation, where for any proof structures s1; : : : ; sn and for
any typable proof structure t[x1; : : : ; xn] with exactly n-many environment end nodes,
t[s1; : : : ; sn] is called a concatenation of s1; : : : ; sn. Hence, P0M PM is a subdomain of the
proof structures if for any s1; : : : ; sn 2P0M and for any typable proof structure t[x1; : : : ; xn]
of n-many environment end nodes, t[s1; : : : ; sn] is also in P0M .
Let J PM be a subdomain of the proof-structures with a distinguished end node
satisfying that for any u2 J and for any proof structure t 2PM which has at least two
environment end nodes, fC(t[u; u])g??ft[u; u]g??.
Note that the denitions of J is viewed as a natural generalization of those of
J in Section 2 by replacing the underlying monoid structure by the proof
structure.
We assume that a subset W M is given. (W is used for a closure property of ?
below.)
Let I be JdW = J \PW , set obtained from J by restricting the labels set to W .
By an outer-most reduction we mean a reduction whose redex-cut link is not inside
any box. The reverse of an outer-most reduction is called an outer-most expansion.
(DPM ; I;?) is a standard phase space if ? P0M satises the following closure con-
ditions:
1. The closure under expansion; s2? if t 2? and t / s by a one-step outer-most ex-
pansion by the axiom-expansion, ⊗-expansion, !-expansion, ?-weakening expansion,
entering expansion rules, where the outer-most ?-weakening expansion is restricted
to the following form.
(?-weakening expansion rules)
For any regular s such that
2. The closure under the weakening restricted with W (M); if
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and m2W , then
A standard phase space is called just a phase space in this and the next two sections
except for Section 7.2.
Now we dene some basic operators on the phase space domain P. Phase space
operators for proofs are dened as follows.
1. ⊗ =(  )??.
2. o=(?  ?)?.
3. ^ = \ .
4. _ =([ )??.
5. !=(I \ )??! .
6. ?=(I \ ?)?! .
As easily seen, for fact  (and fact ), the resulting set is a fact. In particular, for
3 above we use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. For any ; P; ([ )??=(? \ ?)?. Hence _ =(? ^ ?)?.
Proof. First, we show (? \ ?)? ([ )??. It suces to show ([ )? ? \ ?.
Let t 2 ([ )?. Hence, t  ([ ) ?. Hence, t 2 ? \ ?.
Second, we show ([ )?? (? \ ?)?. It suces to show [  (? \ ?)?.
It is obvious since ([ )  (? \ ?) ?.
Denition 5.1. For any formula A and for any assignment (valuation) ’(R)=R 2 ~DPM
(i.e., any assignment ’ of a regular fact) for each atomic formula R, the inner value
A of A is dened as follows.
1. (A?)=(A)?.
2. (A⊗ B)=A ⊗ B.
3. (AoB)=AoB.
4. (A\B)=A ^B.
5. (A[B)=A _B.
6. (!A)= !A.
7. (?A)=?A.
Lemma 5.4. For any fact  of a phase space;  satises the same closure properties
as those of ?.
Proof. We prove only the closure property under outermost expansions. The other
closure properties can be proved in the same way. Assume that t is obtained from s2 
by one-step outermost expansion. Since s  ? ?, by the closure under outermost
expansion for ?, t  ? ?. Hence, t 2 ??= .
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The Soundness Theorem is stated and proved (by the induction on the length of a
typability proof) in the same way as that of the semantics for \provability".
The soundness theorem holds with respect to the phase models.
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). For any set M and for any phase model (D; I;?; ’); for
typable proof t of x1 : A1; : : : ; xn : An ‘ t : B;
t[x1 :=A?1 ; : : : ; xn :=A?n ]B;
namely; for any s1 2A?1 ; : : : ; sn 2A?n ; t[s1; : : : ; sn]2B; where
Proof. The above statement is equivalent to the following; for any s1 2A?; : : : ; sn 2
A?; sn+1 2B?, t[s1; : : : ; sn]  sn+1 2 ?, namely
We shall use both the equivalent forms interchangably in the proof. The proof is
carried out by the induction on the construction of the given \typed" proof t, namely
the inductive structure of typability proof of t. Here a typable proof-structure t is
identied with a specically typed proof. Below, for readability we omit the labels
from M in the gures.
(1) When t is an axiom-link of the form Then,
and by the closure property of ? under the axiom-expansion, the left-hand side is also
in ?.
(2) When the last inference of t is of the form
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By the induction hypothesis, s1[ ?1 ]A; s2[ ?2 ]B. Hence, s1[ ?1 ]  s2[ ?2 ]
= s1  s2[ ?1 ;  ?2 ]A  B  (A  B)??=A ⊗ B. Therefore, s1  s2[ ?1 ;  ?2 ] 
(A ⊗ B)? ?.
(3) When the last inference of t is of the form
Then,
by the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the closure under outermost expansion, the
left-hand side is included in ?. Hence
Therefore
(4) When the last type inference rule is an ^-inference rule,
‘ t :  ; A ‘ t :  ; B
‘ t :  ; A ^ B
By the induction hypothesis, t[ ?]2A; t[ ?]2B. Hence, t[ ?]2A ^B.
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(5) When the last type inference rule is a _ -inference rule,
‘ t :  ; A
‘ t :  ; A_B
By the induction hypothesis, t[ ?]2A. Hence t[ ?]2A [B  (A [B)??.
(6) When the last inference of t is of the form
By the induction hypothesis,
Therefore, by the closure under the concatenation of J , the left-hand side  I \A.
Hence,
Then by the closure under outermost (entering) expansions,
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Therefore,
(7) When the last inference of t is of the form
it suces to show that
By the induction hypothesis,
Hence, by the closure under outermost expansion for ?, the claim holds.
(8) When the last inference of t is of the form
By the induction hypothesis, for any u2 (I \A?)!,
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Without loss of generality we assume t is of the form
Take an arbitrary
Then by the induction hypothesis,
Hence,
(by the denition of I). Here the regularity of
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is obvious from the induction hypothesis. Hence
By the closure under the outermost expansion,
If t has only one end node ©c (and   is empty): Assume t0[u; u]2 ? for u2 (I \A?)!.
Then by the condition of I; C(t0[u; u])2fC(t0[u; u])g??ft0[u; u]g??= ?. Hence,
C(t0[u; u])2 ?. Then, by the closure under the outermost expansion, the claim holds.
(9) When the last inference of t is of the form
It suces to show
For any
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By the induction hypothesis,
Hence, by the closure under the weakening rule and under the outermost expansions,
the claim holds.
Note that since
therefore s is regular, hence the last expansion is permissible.
(10) When the last inference of t is the cut rule of the form
It suces to show
By the induction hypothesis for u,
Hence, by the induction hypothesis for s, the claim holds.
Note on the addition of logical constants
Now we take a slight look at constants although we do not intend to go into the de-
tails on this subject in this paper. The (untyped) proof-structures domain P is extended
by introducing the following.
 1-axiom node:
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is also a proof-structure.
 >-reduction:
 Additional axiom-reduction:
 The closure property for ? is extended by the above additional closure under axiom-
reductions, by the additional closure under the additional outer-most axiom-expansions
(the reverse of the above additional axiom reductions), and by the following condition;
t 2? and t has no distinguished end node ,
Then, f1g?=? and 1=??= f1g??.
Then, the above argument for the Soundness proof goes through with these exten-
sions.
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We dene ~1 as
Then it is easily seen that ~1=W . Hence, one could dene I to be Jd~1= (J \P~1).
6. Normalization proofs in the phase semantics-like framework
Let M be the set of formulas. When a proof-structure t is typable as x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An
‘ t :B, a proof t0 with labels obtained from t by attaching labels A1; : : : ; An at the
environment end nodes x1; : : : ; xn is called a well-typed proof of type B, in this section.
Hence, when t is typable as
then a well-typed proof t0 of type B is obtained by attaching labels A1; : : : ; An on
proof-structure t, of the form
Hence, any well-typed proof belongs to PM .
In the rest of this paper, a well-typed proof of the form is denoted by
fAg.
Let <A=SN be ft j t is typable of type A and is strongly normalizable.g. Let <A=N be
ft j t is typable of type A and is weakly normalizable.g, and <A=T be ft j t is typable of
type Ag.
Now we consider phase spaces M0  (DPM ; I; <?=T ); M1  (DPM ; I; <?=N ) and M2 
(DPM ; I; <?=SN ). When a statement holds both for <A=T and for <A=N we state it with the
reference to <A=. I0 is dened to be the set f?  j  is a nite set of formulasg. I is
dened to be ft: t is a well-typed proof and jtj 2 I0g.
Lemma 6.1. If   fAg <?=; then  <A= for < == < =T or < =N or < =SN .
Proof. It is obvious that  is of type A. It suces to show the following.
(When ?= <?=N or<?=SN .) By the assumption, s fAg is weakly (or strongly, resp.)
normalizable for any s2 , hence so is s.
(When ?= <?=T .) It is obvious.
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Lemma 6.2. If  is a fact in M0 or M1 or M2 and t 2 ; then if t0 is composed from
t by adding a logical inference link at some of the environment end nodes (with the
induced new labels for the new end nodes); then t0 2 .
Proof. Since t  ? <?=, t0  ? <?=. Hence t0 2 ??. Since  is a fact, t0 2 .
Lemma 6.3. <A=  fAg <?=.
Proof. For the case <A=  <A=T or <A=N , it is obvious. For <A=  <A=SN , it suces to
show that for any t 2 <A=, t  fAg is strongly normalizable. This can be easily seen by
the induction on the well-founded reduction tree of t; For any reduction tfAg.t0fAg,
the right-hand side is strongly normalizable by the induction hypothesis. For the case
that t is a normal form, then t  fAg . t is the only reduction. Therefore, every one
step reduction of t  fAg is strongly normalizable, hence so is t  fAg.
Lemma 6.4. For any formula A; <A= is a fact for < == < =T or < =N or < =SN .
Proof. By the above lemma, <A=  fAg <?=. Hence, fAg2 <A=?. Therefore, <A=?? 
fAg <?=. By Lemma 6.1, <A=?? <A=. Therefore, <A=??= <A=.
Lemma 6.5.
1. Let ?= <?=T . Then M0 = (P; <?=T ; ’) is a phase model for the assignment ’(R)=
<R=T .
2. Let ?= <?=N . ThenM1 = (P; <?=N ; ’) is a phase model for the assignment ’(R)=
<R=N .
Proof. We rst prove 2. The case 1 can be proved in the same way but the proof is
much simpler.
(Closure under outer-most expansion). If t 2 <?=N , t is typable. If tC s by the permis-
sible expansion rules in M1 then s is also typable. This is because all the weakening
expansions preserve the typability (due to the restriction on these expansion rules).
Note that since we take <?= as ?, any regular proof-structure is typable. The closure
under the outermost expansions of <?=N is obvious.
 The closure under the axiom-reduction for <?=N is trivial.
 The closure under weakening rules of <?=N is also obvious.
 The proof of 1 is essentially contained in the proof of 2.
 The proof for the same lemma for M2 is more involved.
Lemma 6.6. Let ?= <?=SN . Then M2 = (DPM ; <?=SN ; ’) is a phase model for the as-
signment ’(R)= <R=SN .
Sketch of Proof. All other cases are essentially the same as the proof of the previous
lemma (for M1), we only consider the closure under the outermost expansions of
<?=SN . We omit the labels from M in the gures below if those are not essential for
the argument.
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Case 1: An axiom expansion. Assume s  t 2 <?=SN . Consider the following axiom
expansion:
Consider an arbitrary reduction sequence starting from v. The above indicated axiom-
reduction redex of v may be duplicated nitely many times, some of which may be
entered in some boxes. However, the corresponding reduction sequence starting from
u terminates (by the assumption) and the number of the indicated axiom-reduction
redices is nite, the reduction sequence from v terminates.
Case 2: ⊗ -expansion:
Since t is strongly normalizable, so are s1, s2 and s3. Consider an arbitrary reduction
path of s. Then it reaches to the principal ⊗ -reduction after nite steps of reductions;
Since t0 is reached by nite steps of reductions from t, t0 is strongly normalizable.
Hence so is s.
Case 3: ?-weakening expansion:
for regular
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Since t0 and u are strongly normalizable, by a nite number of steps, the left hand-
side proof reaches a ?-weakening reduction. Then the resulting proof can be reached
from the right hand-side proof directly.
Case 4: The !-box entering expansion. Consider the following form without loss of
generality.
Consider an arbitrary reduction sequence from q. We show that we can simulate
this reduction sequence as a reduction sequence of p so that the termination of the
sequence for p implies that for q.
We call a box inherited from the box
of q a \t-box" and a position inherited from the environment end node position of
as \position x" (see the gure). The corresponding position in p is also called \position
x". We also call a box inherited from the box
of q a \u-box". Note that a t-box, a u-box and a position x may be duplicated again
and again in the reduction sequence from q.
The corresponding reduction sequence from p can be simulated step by step by
taking the same reduction except for the following cases:
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(1) When a t-box enters into a box towards the related position x of the form
Then we do not construct any new reduction step for the corresponding reduction
sequence from p.
(2) When a u-box enters into a t-box of the form
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Then we repeat to apply the box-entering rule again and again until the corresponding
u-box enters into the corresponding t-box, as follows:
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(3) When the position x related to a t-box becomes a weakening node and it reaches
the reduction with the t-box, of the form
due to an application of the ?-contraction reduction with the position x, then the corre-
sponding ?-contraction leads to the form , which results from the environment
end nodes of the t-box.
Then, for the reduction
we do not take any reduction on for the corresponding reduction sequnece
from p.
Since the above form of entering reduction of a t-box into another box in which an x
is located as well as the above form of a t-box contraction can be repeated only nitely
many times successively and the corresponding reduction sequence from p terminates
(due to the fact that p2 <?=SN ), the arbitrary given reduction sequence from q also
terminates.
Lemma 6.7 (Main Lemma). In M (where M is either M0; M1 or M2); for any for-
mula A; A  <A=.
The proof of the above Main Lemma is given later. From now on if a statement
(and argument) holds for < =T , < =N and < =SN at the same time we denote it as < =.
Lemma 6.8. If A  <A= then fAg2A?.
Proof. fAgA fAg <A= <A=. The last inclusion means the closure under the well-
typed axiom reduction, which can be easily checked. Hence, fAg2A?.
We also use the following slightly modied version of Main Lemma.
Lemma 6.9 (Main Lemma, modied). In M (where M is M0, M1 or M2); for any
formula A, fA?g2A  <A=.
Proof. The second half is the above Main Lemma itself. fA?g2A is proved by
Lemma 6.8 with the help of the Main Lemma.
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Then with the Main Lemma and the fact that M0, M1 and M2 are actually a phase
model, we have
Theorem 6.1 (Strong Completeness).
1. (Completeness for proofs). For any proof-structure t; if t 2A for any (standard)
phase model; then t is a typable proof of type A.
2. (Strongly (weakly; resp.) Normalization). For any proof-structure t; if t 2A for
any (standard) phase model; then t is a strongly normalizable (weakly normaliz-
able; resp.) proof of type A.
Proof. Here we denote M for M0 or M1 or M2, <A= for <A=T or <A=N or <A=SN ,
respectively.
Since t 2A and by the Main Lemma, A  <A=. Hence t 2 <A=, which means the
claims 1 and 2 above (i.e., when <A== <A=T , claim 1 holds; when <A== <A=SN (<A=N ,
resp.), claim 2 holds).
Now we combine the Soundness Theorem and the Main Lemma to obtain a strong
(weak, resp.) normalization proof, in the same manner as the former sections (Sec-
tions 3 and 4) for the provability case.
Theorem 6.2 (Strong Normalization (weak normalization, resp.) Theorem). Every ty-
pable proof is strongly normalizable (weakly normalizable; resp.).
Proof. We denote <A= for <A=SN (for <A=N , resp.).
By the Soundness Theorem and the Main Lemma (fAg2A for any A), for any proof
x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ‘ t :B; t[fA1g; : : : ; fAng]2B. Then by the Main Lemma, B  <B=.
Hence, t[fA1g; : : : ; fAng] 2 <B=. Hence, by the closure under the well-typed axiom
reductions of <B= (which is easily veried), t 2 <B=.
We now return to the Proof of Main Lemma.
Proof of Main Lemma. Now we show how the proof of the Main Lemma 3.1 for
\provability" in Section 3 can be viewed as a proof of the Main Lemma for \prov-
ability". We explain how to interpret the notations in the original proof of Lemma 3.1.
We read  ;  as proof-structures 2PM . The outer value <A= can be read as either <A=SN
or <A=N or <A=T . The concatenation  ;  (i.e., comma) should be normally understood
as the cut operator  , (but it is also sometimes understood as the product   . We
shall remark it in such a case). The additive operators & and  should be understood
as the intersection ^ and the union _. Then each cases (Case 1)  (Case 8) of the
proof of Lemma 3.1 can be interpreted as follows.
Case 1: Exactly the same.
Case 2: Exactly the same, except that R? 2 <R= should be understood as fR?g 2 <R=
and R?;   2 <?= as fR?g    2 <?=.
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Case 3: Exactly the same.
Case 4: (B?  C?) should be understood as (B?  C?). B2B? and C 2
C? should be read as fBg2B? and fCg2C?. (Hence, B; C 2B?  C? means
fBg  fCg 2 B?  C?, and    (B?  C?) means    (B?  C?).)
Case 5: Exactly the same, except that in order to show <B=\ <C= <B ^ C=, we use
the intersection and union type inferences, instead of the &-inference:
‘cf t :  ; B ‘cf t :  ; C
‘cf t :  ; B _ C
Hence, <B=\ <C= <B ^ C=. Therefore, B ^ C=B \C  <B ^ C=.
Case 6: Exactly the same, except that in order to show <B= [ <C= <B _ C=, we use
the union type inference, instead of the  -inference:
‘cf t :  ; A
‘cf t :  ; A _ B
‘cf t :  ; B
‘cf t :  ; A _ B
Case 7: Now ?  is an element in (I \B)P. Instead of ?  2 <!B=, we actually have
(? )! 2 <!B= with the exactly same argument as (Case 7). Hence, (I \B) <!B= should
be read as (I \B)! <!B=. Therefore the claim holds since !B is now
(I \B)??! , rather than (I \B)??.
Case 8: (I \B?) should be read as (I \B?)!. (Hence, for example,   2 (I \
B?)? should be read as   2 (I \B?)?! .) ?B2B? should be read as ff?Bgg2B?,
where ff?Bgg means
Then, the argument in (Case 8) implies  ; ?B 2 <?= which should be understood as
   ff?Bgg 2 <?=. This directly implies   2 <?B= (for either < == < =T or < =N or < =SN ).
7. Phase semantics-like framework for \proofs" with additive connectives and
higher-order quantiers
7.1. Phase semantics-like framework with additive connectives
In this section we consider the additive connectives & and  , instead of the in-
tersection and union types. For that purpose we extend the notion of proof structure
by introducing the -link (with one in-edge and one out-edge) and the &-box of the
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following form:
Typability of a proof-structure is dened in the same way as in Section 5. For
example,
is typable as it is typed as the following well-typed proof:
For the extended set P of proof-structures and for a given set M of labels, we dene
the set PM of proof-structures with labels from M , as in Section 5.
We also add the following restricted proof reduction rules for additive connectives.
(Here, n1; : : : ; nk ; m1; : : : ; mh are labels from a given set M of labels.)
(&-reduction rules)
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(&-box entering rule) We consider the following restricted form of the entering rule
where s is a separated sub-proof structure with labels.
Proof-structures,
(i.e., obtained from t by adding l-rule and r-rule at the distinguished end node of
t, respectively) are denoted as l(t) and r(t), respectively.
For any PM (and PM ),
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()⊗l = f⊗l(t) j t 2 g
()⊗r = f⊗r(t) j t 2 g
The notions of fact, regular fact, regular proof-structure and (standard) phase space
(DPM ; I;?) are dened in the same way as Section 5.
The closure conditions of ? in Section 5 are naturally extended. Here, we include an
additional closure condition under axiom reductions (Condition 3) for some technical
reason.
1. The closure under expansion; s2? if t 2 ? and t / s by a one-step outer-most
expansion by the axiom-expansion, ⊗ -expansion, !-expansion, ?-weakening expansion,
!-box entering expansion, &-expansion and &-box entering rules, where the outer-most
?-weakening expansions is restricted as before with the notion of regular proof-gure.
Here, we also restrict the &-expansion rule with the notion of regular proof-gure, as
follows.
(&-expansion rules)
and
2. The closure under the weakening as before.
3. The closure under axiom-reduction; if t 2 ? and t . s by an axiom-reduction, then
s 2 ?.
Instead of operators ^ and _ in Section 5, we introduce the following additive
operators.
 & =()&1 \ ()&2 .
   =(()l [ ()r )??.
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Lemma 7.1. For a phase space; if  and  are facts; then & =()&1 \ ()&2 is
also a fact.
Proof. It suces to show that if (()&1 \ ()&2)?  u? then u 2 ()&1 \ ()&2 .
Hence
Therefore,
Hence,
Assume
Hence
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Therefore u2 ()&1 . In the same way, we can show u 2 ()&2 . Therefore, u 2
()&1 \ ()&2 .
Lemma 7.2. For any ; PM ;  =(?& ?)?.
Proof. Left to the reader.
For a formula A; we can dene the inner value A in the same way as in Section 5.
Lemma 7.3. For any fact  of a phase space;  satises the same closure properties
as those of ?.
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 5.4 in Section 5.
The Soundness Theorem is stated as before.
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness). For any set M and for any phase model (DPM ;?; ’); for
typable proof t of x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ‘ t : B;
t[x1 :=A?1 ; : : : ; xn :=A?n ]B;
namely; for any s1 2A?1 ; : : : ; sn 2A?n ; t[s1; : : : ; sn]2B; where
Proof. The proof is the same as in Section 5, except that we need the following
additive cases, instead of the intersection-type and union-type cases.
(4) When the last inference of t is of the form
By the induction hypothesis,
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On the other hand,
Therefore, by closure under outermost expansions for A, the left-hand side is in-
cluded in A. Here, the outermost &-expansion above is allowed since by the induction
hypothesis,
The dual case also holds in the same way. Therefore,
(5) When the last inference of t is of the form
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by the induction hypothesis and the denition of ()&1 . Hence, by the closure under
the axiom reduction, the left-hand side is includend in ?. Therefore,
The same holds for  r .
Let M be the set of formulas. The notion of well-typed proof is introduced in the
same way as in Section 6.
As is Section 6, a well-typed proof of the form
is denoted by fAg.
The canonical models M1, M2 and M3 are constructed in the same way as in
Section 6.
Let <A=SN be ft j t is typable of type A and is strongly normalizable.g, Let <A=N be
ft j t is typable of type A and is weakly normalizable.g, and <A=T be ft j t is typable of
type Ag.
Now we consider phase spaces M0  (DPM ; I; <?=T ), M1  (DPM ; I; <?=N ) and M2 
(DPM ; I; <?=SN ). When a statement holds both for <A=T , <A=N and <A=SN , we state it with
the reference to <A=. I0 is dened to be the set f?  j  is a nite set of formulasg. I
is dened to be ft : t is a well-typed proof and jtj2 I0g.
Lemma 7.4. If   fAg <?=; then  <A= for < == < =T or < =N or < =SN .
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.1.
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Lemma 7.5. If  is a fact in M0 or M1 or M2 and t 2 ; then if t0 is composed from
t by adding a logical inference link (except for &-link) at some of the environment
end nodes (with the induced new labels for the new end nodes); then t0 2 .
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 7.6. <A=  fAg <?=.
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 7.7. For any formula A; <A= is a fact for < == < =T or < =N or < =SN .
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 7.8. If A  <A= then fAg2A?.
Proof. The same as the proof of Lemma 6.8.
The closure properties of ? in the canonical models can be shown in the same way
as in Section 6 (as the proof of Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6), where we need the following
modication for the proof of Lemma 6.6. Note that the typability is preserved under
the &-box entering expansions due to the restricted form of the rule.
Sketch of Modied Proof of Lemma 6.6. First, we add the following case for the
closure under &-expansion.
Case 5: &-expansion:
.Since t is strongly normalizable, so are s1 and s3. By the condition of regularity, s2
is a sub-proof of a proof in <?=SN . Hence, s2 is also strongly normalizable. Consider
an arbitrary reduction path of s. After nite steps of reductions, it reaches
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Since t0 is reached from t, so t0 is strongly normalizable, hence so is s.
In the proof of Case 4 of Lemma 6.6, we rst need to reduce the current situation
(with &-boxes) into the situation without &-boxes so that all argument of the original
proof of Case 4 of Lemma 6.6 is applicable to the current case. For that purpose, we
consider the following observation.
First we note that the strong normalizability of a (typable) proof t is equivalent to
the strong normalizability of all slices of t, where a slice of t is obtained from t by
erasing one of the two sub-proofs inside each &-box (cf. [6]). Here, the &-reductions
are dened as
and its dual. On the other hand, the following is not a redex:
The strong normalizability of a slice t1 is equivalent to the strong normalizability of t2
which is obtained from the slice t1 by erasing all &-boxes of t1. Now the &-reductions
are naturally dened as
and its dual. On the other hand, the following is not a redex:
The last equivalence relation is obtained by the fact that the &-box entering rules
can be applicable at most nite many times at each reduction step of t2.
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Hence, from now on we assume that q and p are slices without &-boxes, without
loss of generality. This means that we can consider !-boxes only. Then the original
argument of Case 4 follows.
Case 6: &-box entering expansion: This case is essentially the same as Case 4
above, but the proof is simpler.
Main Lemma, Strong Completeness and Cut-Elimination Theorem are proved as in
Section 6, where the proof of the Main Lemma needs a slight modication due to the
presence of the additive connectives.
Lemma 7.9 (Main Lemma). In M (where M is either M0; M1 or M2); for any
formula A; A  <A=.
The proof of the above Main Lemma is given later. From now on if a statement
(and argument) holds for < =T ; < =N and < =SN at the same time we denote it as < =.
We also use the following slightly modied version of Main Lemma, which can be
proved by Lemma 7.7, in the same way as the proof of Lemma 6.8.
Lemma 7.10 (Main Lemma, modied). In M (where M is M0; M1 or M2); for
any formula A; fA?g2A  <A=.
Then with the Main Lemma and the fact that M0; M1 and M2 are actually a phase
model, we have the strong completeness and the normalization theorem, in the same
way as in Section 6.
Theorem 7.2 (Strong Completeness).
1. (Completeness for proofs). For any proof-structure t; if t 2A for any (standard)
phase model; then t is a typable proof of type A.
2. (Strongly (weakly; resp.) normalization). For any proof-structure t; if t 2A for
any (standard) phase model; then t is a strongly normalizable (weakly normaliz-
able; resp.) proof of type A.
Proof. Here we denote M for M0 or M1 or M2; <A= for <A=T or <A=N or <A=SN ,
respectively.
Since t 2A and by the Main Lemma, A  <A=. Hence t 2 <A=, which means the
claims 1 and 2 above (i.e., when <A== <A=T , claim 1 holds; when <A== <A=SN (<A=N ,
resp.), claim 2 holds).
Theorem 7.3 (Strong normalization (weak normalization, resp.) Theorem). Every ty-
pable proof is strongly normalizable (weakly normalizable; resp.).
Proof. We denote <A= for <A=SN (for <A=N , resp.).
By the Soundness Theorem and the Main Lemma (fAg2A for any A), for any proof
x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ‘ t :B; t[fA1g; : : : ; fAng]2B. Then by the Main Lemma, B  <B=.
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Hence, t[fA1g; : : : ; fAng]2 <B=. Hence, by the closure under the well-typed axiom re-
ductions of <B= (which is easily veried), t 2 <B=.
We now return to the Proof of Main Lemma.
Proof of Main Lemma. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 6.6 (Main Lemma)
of Section 6, by reinterpreting the proof of Lemma 3.1 (Main Lemma) of Section 3,
except for the following Case 50 and Case 60, instead of Case 5 and Case 6 of the
proof of Lemma 6.6. We recall that <A= means <A=T or <A=N or <A=SN depending on the
context.
Case 50:When A  B&C. By the induction hypothesis, B  <B= and C  <C=.
Hence, for any t 2 (B)&1 ,
Therefore, t is well-typed of type BD for some D. In the same way, for any
t 2 (C)&2 ,
Therefore, t is well-typed of type DC? for some D. Hence, any t 2 (B)&1 \ (C)&2
is well-typed of type B&C. Therefore, B&C  <B&C=T .
On the other hand, since
is strongly normalizable (weakly normalizable, respectively) for any t2(B)&1\ (C)&2
from the induction hypothesis, hence by Lemma 6.1, t is also strongly normaliz-
able (weakly normalizable respectively). Therefore, t 2 <B&C=SN (t 2 <B&C=N , respect-
ively).
Case 60: When A  BC. Since (BC)(A?&B?) <?=, (BC)fA?&B?g
 <?=. Then by Lemma 6.1, (BC)  <BC=.
7.2. Phase semantics-like framework with higher-order quantiers
In this subsection we extend the rst-order phase semantics for proofs to the second-
order one.
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For the second-order proof-structures P, we add the 9-link and the 8-link. We add
the following reduction rules of proof-structures with labels for the quantier case.
8-reduction-rule:
For any PM , we dene ()8 as
9(s) is the proof-structure obtained from s by adding the 9-inference link on the
distinguished end node of s. ()9= f9(s) j s2 g.
For a set DDPM (i.e., a subset D of the facts DPM ), we dene new operators as
follows.
For any  :D! D,
8X(X ) =def
T
2D
(())8;
9X(X ) =def (8X?(X ))? =
 T
2D
(()?)8
?
=
 S
2D
(())9
??
Lemma 7.11. For any  : D! D; 8X(X ) = T2D () is a fact; namely 2DPM .
Proof. It suces to show that for any u, if (8X(X ))?  u? then u28X(X ). It is
obvious that
Hence,
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Assume
Hence,
Therefore, u2 (())8. This holds for any 2D. Hence, u2
T
2D ()=8X(X ):
Note that obviously 9X(X ) is a fact because of the form of its denition above.
The last equality in the denition of 9X(X ) is easily seen as follows: To show
 S
2D
(())9
??

 T
2D
(()?)8
?
;
it suces to show
S
2D
(())9
 T
2D
(()?)8
?
:
Take an arbitrary 9(t)2 (())9 (namely, t 2 ()) for an arbitrary 2D. By the def-
inition of (()?)8,
Hence, by the closure under the axiom reduction of ?, 9(t)  (()?)8?. Hence,
9(t)2
 T
2D
(()?)8
?
:
On the other hand, to show the reverse direction it suces to show
 S
2D
(())9
?
 T
2D
(()?)8:
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Take an arbitrary
t 2
 S
2D
(())9
?
:
Hence, for any 2D; t  (())9?. By the closure under an outermost axiom ex-
pansion of ?,
Hence,
Therefore, t 2 (()?)8. This holds for any 2D. Hence, t 2
T
2D (()
?)8.
As in Section 2, we call (D; I;?) a second-order phase space if the following con-
ditions are satised.
1. DDPM satises the condition () of the second-order phase spaces in Section 2,
namely,
() For any (second-order) formula A (possibly with free second-order
variables X  X1; : : : ; Xn); if i 2D then A[=X ]2D;
where   1; : : : ; n.
2. ? satises the three closure conditions in the previous subsection, where the closure
condition under expansions should be extended with the 8-expansion rule (i.e., the
reverse of the 8-reduction rule above).
3. I = J  W satises the condition in Section 6.
The Soundness Theorem can be proved in the same way as in the former sections.
Theorem 7.4 (Soundness Theorem; second-order case). For any phase model and for
any typable proof t such that x1 :A1[X ]; : : : ; xn :An[X ] ‘ t :B[X ]; for any 2D;
t[x1 :=A?1 []; : : : ; xn :=A?n []]B[];
or equivalently;
t[x1 :=A?1 []; : : : ; xn :=A?n []]  B?[]?:
Proof. Since the other cases are essentially the same as the proof of Soundness
Theorem in the previous two sections, we consider only the following cases. Note
that the soundness proofs in Section 6 and in Section 7.1 are performed only for the
standard phase models, where a phase model (D; I;?; ’) is called a standard phase
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model if D  DPM . However, with the closure condition () for D (DPM ), the former
argument of the soundness proofs for the rst-order case works without any change
with a general (i.e., non-standard) phase model.
(1) When the last inference of t for the typability proof is of the form
By the induction hypothesis, for any xed 2C,
for any 2D.
by the induction hypothesis. Hence the left-hand side is also in A[; ]. Hence,
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Here, this holds for any choice of  2 D,
(2) When the last inference of t is of the form
We take an arbitrary  2 D. Then by the induction hypothesis,
for any C 2 hCi.
by the induction hypothesis and the denition of (A?[C; B])8. Hence, the left-hand
side is also included in ?.
The canonical models M0, M1 and M2 for the strong completeness for provability
in Section 4 can be naturally extended to the scond order case, where the notion of
candidates  2 hAi is dened as follows:
B 2 hBi i fB?g 2 B <B=; where B is a fact:
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This notion of candidate corresponds to the notion of candidate of reducibility in
the sense of Girard [3]. Then, as in Section 4, D (DPM ) is dened as
S
A2Form hAi,
where Form is the set of second-order formulas.
Using this denition of the candidates the Main Lemma can be relativized with the
candidates, in the same way as in the section for \provability".
The Main Lemma states
Lemma 7.12 (Main Lemma; second-order case). InM0;M1 andM2; for any (second-
order) formulas A; B  B1; : : : ; Bn; and for any candidates Bi 2 hBii; fA?[X :=B]g 2
A[X := B] <A[X :=B]=:
Proof. Without loss of generality we prove this for M2 (the strong normalizability
model). The proof for M0 and for M1 is simpler, as explained at the proof of Main
Lemma for the rst-order case in the previous subsection. Since other cases are essen-
tially the same as the rst-order cases, we consider only the following cases.
(1) When A[X ]  Xj. By the denition of hBji, Bj  <Bj=.
(2) We prove 8Y A[Y; B] <8YA[Y; B]= for any B 2 hBi, B 2 Form. By the in-
duction hypothesis, for any C 2 hCi and B 2 hBi, A[C; B] <A[C; B]=. For
any
there exists A0 such that
is typable. Note that C does not appear in
does not depend on the choice of C. Hence, at the 9-rule
A[C; B]?
9Z(A0[Z; B]?)
Z should be substituted on a subformula E (of A) which contains all the oc-
currences of the indicated C’s. Hence, A0[Z; B] is more general than A[Y; B]
in the sense that there is a substitution F which satises A0[Z :=F[Y ]; B] =
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A[Y; B]. Therefore, by substituting F[Y ] on Z in t :8ZA0[Z; B];  [B], we have
t :8Y A0[F[Y ]; B];  [B]  8Y A[Y; B];  [B]. Hence,
is typable of type 8YA[Y; B], namely t : 8YA[Y; B];  [B]. The strong normalizability
is obvious since t is a subproof of an element of A[C; B] <A[C; B]=.
(3) We prove 9YA[Y; B] <9YA[Y; B]= for any B 2 hBi; B 2 Form. By the induction
hypothesis, A[C; B] <A[C; B]= for any C 2 hCi; C 2Form. Hence,
(A[C; B])9 <A[C; B]=9 <9Y A[Y; B]=;
for any C 2 hCi; C 2Form. Hence,S
C2hCi
C2Form
(A[C; B])9 <9YA[Y; B]=:
Since <9YA[Y; B]= is a fact,
9Y A[Y; B] =
0
B@ S
C2hCi
C2Form
(A[C; B])9
1
CA
??
 <9Y A[Y; B]=:
Now, in the same way as Lemma 6.8, for any  2 hCi and C 2 Form, if A[C]
<A[C]= then fA[C]g 2 A?[C]. Therefore, the claim of the Main Lemma holds.
It is also proved that each canonical models, M0, M1 and M2 are actually second-
order phase models, in the same way as in the rst-order case with the help of the
above Main Lemma. Then these three second-order canonical models (with the help
of the Soundness) provide the proof of following statement, respectively.
Theorem 7.5 (Strong Completeness for the second-order case).
1. (Completeness for proofs). For any (second-order) proof-structure t; if t 2 A for
any second-order phase model; then t is a (typable) proof of type A.
2. (Strong(weak; resp.)-normalization). For any (second-order) proof-structure t; if
t 2 A for any phase model; then t is a strongly weakly; resp.) normalizable proof
of type A.
Theorem 7.6 (Strong Normalization for the second-order case). Any typable proof is
strongly normalizable (weakly normalizable; respectively).
Proof. The claim follows from the Soundness Theorem and the case 2 of the above
Strong Completeness Theorem using M2 (using M1, respectively).
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8. Some relationships between the phase semantics for \provability" and the phase
semantics for \proofs"
In this section, we give some relationships between the two phase semantics, the
phase semantics for \provability" and that for \proofs", developed in the former Sec-
tions, so that the Soundness Theorem and the Main Lemma (for the Strong Complete-
ness Theorem) for \provability" (in Sections 2{4) can be viewed as direct corollaries
of the corresponding Theorem and Lemma for \proofs" (in Section 7).
Recall that for any proof-structure t with labels (from M), projection jtj is the mul-
tiset of labels of t (where elements of I0M are counted as set-elements, instead of
multiset-elements (cf. Section 3). For PM , jj= fjtj : t 2 g. For any X Power(PM ),
jX j= fjj : 2X g. For a commutative monoid M , a projection jMj; of a phase model
M = (D; I;?; ’) for \proofs" is jMj=(jDj; jI j; j?j; j’j), where j’j :A-Form ! jDj is
dened as j’j(R) = j’(R)j. Recall that A-Form stands for the atomic formulas and
that DM stands for the set of facts in model M.
Proposition 8.1. (I) For any standard phase model M = (DM; I;?; ’) for \provabil-
ity", there is a standard phase model M0 = (DPM ; I
0;?0; ’0) for \proofs" such that
(1) M is a projection of M0; i.e.; M = jM0j.
(2) The projection preserves the linear logical operators; i.e.; for any facts ;  in
M0;
j?j= jjj?j
j&j= jj&jj
j j= jj  jj
j⊗ j= jj ⊗ jj
jo j= jjo jj
j!j= !jj
j?j= ?jj:
In particular; for any formula A; AM = jAM0 j.
(II) For any second-order phase model M = (DM; IM;?M; ’M) for \provability",
where DMDM ; there is a phase model M0 = (DM0 ; IM0 ;?M0 ; ’M0) for \proofs"
such that the above (1) and (2) holds; where (2) is extended to
j8X(X )j= 8X jj(X );
j9X(X )j= 9X jj(X ):
for any  : D0 ! D0. Here; jj is dened as jj :D! D and jj(jj) = j()j;.
Proof. We dene the inverse (j j−1) of projection as follows: For any M , jj−1 =
ft 2 PM j jtj 2 g. Then, we dene as follows: ?M0 =def j?Mj−1. WM 0 =def jIMj−1 and
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IM
0
=def PWM0 . ’
M0 =def j’Mj−1, where j’Mj−1(R) = j’M(R)j−1 = jRj−1. Dene
M0 = (DPM ;?M
0
; ’M
0
) = (DPM ; j?Mj−1; j’Mj−1). Then, obviously t  s2?M
0 ,jtj;
jsj 2?M. Hence, for any PM ,
j?M
0
j = jjj?M
0 j(=jj?M) and DM = jDPM j:
From the above,  is a fact in M0 i jj is a fact in M. It is obvious that
j&M0 j = jj&M jj; jM0j = jj M jj;
j ⊗M0 j = jj ⊗Mjj; joM0j = jjoMjj:
Because of the weak idempotent property of JM and the property of 1, we have
8n 2 IM8l 2 M (lnn 2 ? ) ln 2 ?);
8n 2 IM8l 2 M (l 2 ? ) ln 2 ?):
Hence, IM
0
= jIMj−1 satises the two closure conditions (for JM0 and WM0).
Since IM = jIM0 j by the denition, j!j =!jj and j?j =?jj also hold.
The above relation can easily be generalized to the higher-order case by observing
that the closure condition for DM (DM ) can be lift up to that for DM0 (DPM ) by
j j−1.
For any (second order) domain DM(DM), DM0 = jDMj−1,
j8X Aj = T
jj2DM
jA[jj]j = T
2DM0
jAj() = 8X jA[X ]j:
In the same way,
j9X Aj =
 T
2DM0
jA[jj]j
!j?M0 jj?M0 j
= 9X jA[X ]j:
Hence, for any inner value A of M0, jAj is the inner value of M.
In particular, the following closure condition holds: For any i 2 DM0 , and for any
(second-order) formula A[X ], where X  X1; : : : ; Xn is the list of the second-order
variable occurring in A, A[] 2 DM0 .
The reverse relation holds for the canonical models.
Theorem 8.1. (I) Let M be the canonical model for the provability (dened in
Section 3; and in Section 4 for the higher-order case); andM0;M1;M2 be the canon-
ical models for proofs (dened in Section 6:1; and in Section 6:2 for the higher-order
cases). Then;
(1) jM0j = jM1j = jM2j =M; namely; the canonical model for \provability" is the
projection of the canonical models for \proofs".
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(2) The projection preserves the linear logical operators; i.e.; for any facts  and 
in M0 (or in M1);
j?j= jjj?j
j&j= jj&jj
j j= jj  jj
j⊗ j= jj ⊗ jj
jo j= jjo jj
j!j= !jj
j?j= ?jj
In particular; for any formula A; AM = jAM0 j = jAM1 j = jAM2 j.
(II) The above statement also holds for the second-order canonical models. In
particular; (2) is extended by; for any  : D! D;
j8X(X )j= 8X jj(X );
j9X(X )j= 9X jj(X );
where jj : jDj ! jDj is dened by jj(jj) = j()j for  2 D. In particular; for any
second-order closed formula A; AM = jAM0 j = jAM1 j = jAM2 j.
Proof. (I) By the strong normalization theorem (which followed from the strong com-
pleteness proof using M2), M2 turned out to be the same structure as M0 and M1
(since <A=T = <A=N = <A=SN for any A, in particular <?=T = <?=N = <?=SN and <R=T =
<R=N = <R=SN for any atomic R). Hence, jM0j = jM1j = jM2j, DM0 = DM1 = DM2
and AM0 = AM1 = AM2 for any closed formula A.
Now we show jM0j =M and (2) above. First note that by denition ?M = j?M0 j
and ’M = j’M0 j.
Lemma 8.1. If  is a regular fact in the canonical model M0; there is a typable
element t 2  of some type A such that for any s 2  if s is typable of type B then
A is more general than (or equal to) B (i.e.; B  A for some substitution ).
Proof. Note that if  is a regular fact, then   ? <?=T , hence every element of 
is typable. Take an arbitrary element u of ?. Take a most general C such that u is
typable of type C. Since   u is typable, one can take A as C?.
Lemma 8.2. For any regular fact  in M0; jjj?M0 j = j?M0 j.
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Proof. First we show jjj?j j?j. Assume   2 jjj?j. Hence, 8s 2 9t 2 ? =
<?=(jtj = jsj ). On the other hand, by taking A for a fact  in the above Lemma,
s : jsj; A (i.e., s is typable of type A with environment types jsj) for any s 2 . Hence,
fA?g 2 ?? = . Take s as fA?g. Then 9t 2 <?=T jtj = A? . By taking the end node
A? of this t as the distinguished node (by erasing the label A?) we get t1. Note that
t1 2 ? since t1 is typable of type A?, hence   t1 <?=T . Hence   = jt1j 2 j?j.
On the other hand, if   2 j?j, then there exists t 2 ? such that jtj =  . Hence,
8s 2 (s  t 2 ?). Hence, 8 2 jjjtj =   2 j?j. Therefore,   2 jjj?j.
Note that this relation also holds for non-regular fact , since trivially jjj?M0j =
j?M0 j = M for  =  and jjj?M0j = j?M0 j =  for  = P0M .
Lemma 8.3. IM = jIM0 j = jIM1 j = jIM2 j.
Proof. This is obvious by the denitions of IM, IM0 , IM1 and IM2 .
Now we return to the proof of Theorem. By the above lemma, ?M = j?M0 j. & =
jj \ jj = j&j.   = (jj [ jj)j?jj?j = j jj?jj?j = j() l [ () r jj?jj?j =
j(() l [ () r )??j = j j. ⊗  = j⊗ j, o  = jo j; ! = j!j; ? = j?j
are proved in the similar way.
(II) The theorem can be generalized to the higher-order case in the obvious way. In
fact, assume  2 hAiM, i.e.  is a fact such that A? 2  <A=M. We claim that there
is a fact  such that fA?g 2  <A=T and that  = jj.
Take  to be ft 2 <A=T jjtj 2 g. Then, fA?g 2  <A=T and  = jj. Now take
 = ??, then  is a fact and fA?g 2  <A=T . Now it suces to show jj = .
Lemma 8.4. If  <A=T (= <A=SN ); then jjj?j = j?j; (where  is not necessarily a
fact).
Proof. By the assumption, for any s 2 , s : jsj; A. Using this, the same proof for
Lemma 8.2 above implies jjj?j = j?j.
Since  <A=T ,  <A=T . Hence, by the above Lemma, j?j = jjj?j. Therefore,
jj = j??j = j?jj?j = jjj??j = j?jj?j = .
Hence, h iM = jh iM0 j(= jh iM1 j = jh iM2 j). Therefore M = jM0j = jM1j. Now we
extend (2) to the higher-order case:
8X jj(X ) = T
2hBiM
B2Form
jj()
=
T
2hBiM0
B2Form
jj(jj)
=
T
2hBiM0
B2Form
j()j (by the denition of jj)
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=

T
2hBiM0
B2Form
()

= j8X(X )j:
In the similar way (with the help of the fact jjj?j = j?j), we can prove 9XAM =
j9XAM0 j.
The relationships between the semantics for \provability" and the semantics for
\proofs" established in this section show that the theorems on the semantics for \prov-
ability" given in Sections 2{4 are direct corollaries of the corresponding theorems on
semantics for \proofs" given in this section, as follows.
 An alternative proof of the Soundness Theorem for \provability". Take an arbi-
trary model M = (D; I;?; ’) for \provability". Consider the inverse model M0
for \proofs" given in the Proposition 8.1 above. By the Soundness Theorem for
\proofs", for any (typed) proof t[x1; : : : ; xn], where x1; : : : ; xn indicates the list of all
end nodes, of type t[x1; : : : ; xn] : A1; : : : ; An, t[A?1 ; : : : ; A?n ]?. Hence,
jA1 j?M  : : :  jAn j?M = jA?M01 j  : : :  jA?M0n j
= jt[A?M01 ; : : : ; A?M0n ]j
 j?M0 j = ?M:
This means A?1  : : :  A?n ? on the model M for provability, which means 1 2
A1 o    oAn (namely, ‘ A1; : : : ; An is true in M).
This proof can easily be extended to the higher-order case. For an arbitrary second-
order model M = (D; I;?; ’) for \provability", consider the inverse second-order
model M0 for \proofs" given in Proposition 8.1. By the Soundness Theorem for
\proofs", for any (typed) proof t[x1; : : : ; xn] : A1[Y ]; : : : ; An[Y ] where Y  Y1; : : : ; Ym is
a vector of the second-order free variables, and for any i 2 hBii, t[A?1 []; : : : ; A?n []]
?. Hence, for any i 2 hBiiM0 ,
(jA1 j[jj])?M  : : :  (jAn j[jj])?M = jA1 [j]?M0  : : :  jAn [j]?M0
= jt[A?1 []; : : : ; A?n []]j
 j?M0 j = ?M:
Since for any  2 hBiiM on M,  = jjj−1j and jj−1 2 hBiiM0 , it follows that for any
i 2 hBiiM, (A1 [])?  : : :  (An [])?? on M.
 An alternative proof of the Main Lemma for \provability". By the Main Lemma for
\proofs", fA?g 2 A  <A= on the canonical model (M0 orM1 orM2) for \proofs".
Hence, A? = jfA?gj 2 jAj j<A=j, which means A? 2 A  <A= on the canonical
model M for \provability" by Theorem 8.1.
The above proof can easily be extended to the higher-order case. By the Main Lemma
for \proofs", for any second-order formula A[X ], where X  X1; : : : ; Xn is the list
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of second-order variables, and for any i 2 hBii, f(A[B])?g 2 A[] <A[B]= on the
canonical model (M0 or M1 or M2) for \proofs". Hence, for any i 2 hBii
(A[B])? = jf(A[B])?gj 2 jAj[jj] = jA[]j  j<A[B]=j:
By Theorem 8.1, this means that on the canonical model M for \provability", for any
i 2 hBiiM, (A[B])? 2 A[] <A[B]=.
The strong completeness (for \provability") is the direct consequence from this Main
Lemma.
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